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Abstract. Genetic network inference is one of the main challenges for computer scientists in cellular biology. We propose to use in silico experimental evolution to guide the development of inference algorithm by (i) developing general knowledge about genetic networks structure (and use this knowledge to develop inference heuristics), and (ii) generate large realistic benchmarks to support validation of inference algorithms. For this purpose, we develop the RAevol model which aims at simulating the evolution of regulatory networks.

1 Introducing the challenge of network inference

Gene network dynamics is supposed to explain most of the cellular behaviors such as cell differentiation, cell response to stress or cell proliferation in cancer. Regulation activity is the core of cell behavior and it could become a key element in many research lines, either in specific cells/organisms or in a more general way.

A plethora of algorithms and tools have been proposed to reconstruct the actual cell regulatory network from transcriptomics data (see, e.g., [6,7]) or, less ambitiously, to classify or cluster transcriptomics data. However, all these algorithms have to deal with at least two main difficulties.

The first difficulty is the under-determination of regulatory networks: Any transcription data set can be produced by an infinity of different genetic networks. Thus, when inferring the networks, the algorithms must use a priori knowledge to choose between networks that would be equivalent on a sole data basis. Most of the time, a parsimony criterion is used. This criterion, coming from epistemology (Occam’s razor) and machine learning, is ubiquitous in science. However, genetic networks have not been constructed by a rational engineering process. They have been slowly and incrementally built by a blind tinkerer: Evolution. Yet, there is no obvious reason for evolution to choose the parsimonious way.

The second difficulty is the algorithm validation. Lots of inference algorithms are based on heuristics (e.g., parsimony), over-simplistic assumptions (interactions between genes are generally additive), or on a priori biological hypothesis that are still under debate (e.g., the assumption that network dynamics is visible in data gathered from thousands of unsynchronized cells). To validate these algorithms, one can compare their results with previously established knowledge or use artificially generated data sets to compare the inferred network with the
one that has been used to generate the data [12,13]. However, this approach is entangled with our lack of knowledge about the hidden network structure. Both challenges thus meet on a same question: How are regulatory networks organized? Lots of studies have shown that they own a very specific topology [4] and that specific motifs are over-represented in such networks [2].

2 Artificial evolution as a benchmark generator

As Dobzhansky said 30 years ago: “Nothing in biology makes sense except in the light of evolution”. Following this idea, we argue that taking evolution into account would help us to better understand the iterative process by which these networks are constructed. Yet, it is well known that networks generative process has a strong influence on the final network structure and dynamics [4]. However, genetic networks evolution cannot be easily studied in vivo due to their kinetic aspects. So, many authors have estimated the evolutionary mechanism by using bio-informatics tools and models, i.e., by inferring networks history from today structures [16]. We propose the reversed approach: By modeling in silico the evolutionary dynamics of genomes and regulatory networks, we try to estimate the most probable structure. This knowledge will then be used as a priori knowledge in inference tools.

Moreover, such a model could provide plausible networks to lately generate large data sets which can be used as benchmarks for data mining and inference algorithms. Yet, evaluating data mining algorithms aiming at describing dynamic properties of regulatory networks (e.g., [9]) is difficult today. Dynamic real-life data remain rare compared to what will be possible to collect within a few years. Thus, researchers tend to evaluate their algorithms at best on data issued from other research fields (e.g., ad-hoc patches on synthetic data generators like the popular basket data generator from IBM), at worst from randomly generated data. In both cases, looking for relevant patterns or models within the generated data is somehow useless. Moreover, it remains unclear whether such an experimental validation methodology (e.g., measures w.r.t. scaling issues) is fair. Our thesis is that studying realistic simulated networks is obviously a better alternative.

3 RAevol: In silico evolution of regulatory networks

There is a large amount of models dealing with evolution of regulatory networks [5,1,15,3,8]. However, all these models make the unrealistic hypothesis of a direct evolution of networks: The network is either directly altered by mutations or it is directly selected (e.g., on the basis of its topology). To study evolution in biological systems “in silico”, we need to build models gathering the main basis of evolution: Genetic mutations, genotype-phenotype mapping, and phenotypic selection. Moreover to study evolution of regulatory networks, we should take into account that mutations do not affect directly the network. Obviously, mutation occurs on the genome, thus modifying indirectly the genetic network. Similarly
the genetic network is not submitted to any direct selection pressure. The network contributes to the cell phenotype. So it is indirectly selected if and only if it produces selectable phenotypic traits. Yet, while many evolutionary studies directly select the networks for their topological (e.g., small world or scale free connectivity) or kinetic properties (e.g., stability or robustness), it is not clear whether such properties have a real impact on the phenotype.

Thus, we need to create an integrated model including evolution of genotype-phenotype mapping and enabling the evolution of a genetic network inside such a system. This biological model should also include the main biological facts about regulation. It should be stratified on different organization levels from genome to organism phenotype and be compliant with some minimal known characteristics of real regulatory networks: Different activation levels, auto-regulation, different degrees of protein production, different binding levels, and all these characteristics must be evolvable by mutation of the “primary” genetic sequence. Finally, the organisms should be selected at the phenotypic level.

To build such a model we started from the integrative evolutionary model Aeol [10,11]. Aeol integrates a genotype-phenotype mapping, with a transcription/translation process to compute proteins from the genes. Each organism in Aeol owns its own genome which is translated into a set of proteins. These proteins form a simple metabolic network giving the organism phenotype. Aeol can manage large population of such individuals: They are selected on the basis of the set of metabolic processes they are able to achieve. Aeol has been initially developed to study robustness and evolvability in artificial organisms. For the sake of simplicity, it does not include a regulatory process. Each protein has its own production rate that gives its basal concentration level. The phenotype results from the interactions of basic functional elements encoded by genes, considering the concentration of these elements (i.e., their basal level). For studying evolution of regulatory networks a regulatory system has been included in Aeol to build the Regulatory-Aeol Model (RAeol). In RAeol, protein production level is calculated from the matching level between the protein promoter and all other proteins sequences (see below). The main element of the model is the protein. It can behave in three different ways giving three artificial codes:

**Genetic code** used to find transcribed regions along the binary genome sequence and to translate them into a sequence of amino-acids (there are six amino-acids in the Aeol model).

**Metabolic code.** Given the protein sequence, it enables us to compute its function (functions are described as fuzzy sets in an arbitrary functional space). All protein functions are summed-up to compute the organism metabolism.

**Regulatory code** used to compute the affinity of any protein with any genetic sequence and its influence on the transcription process (activation or inhibition). When a protein matches the regulatory region of a gene, it regulates its transcription, thus modifying its concentration in the metabolic network.

Details about the RAeol platform can be found in [14].
Table 1. Structure of the organisms at five evolutionary stages. The metabolic error quantifies the difference between the organism metabolism and the ideal metabolism given the environment; The fitness of an organism is inversely proportional to its metabolic error. Transcription factors are nodes connected to the regulation network but not to the metabolic network.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1000</th>
<th>5000</th>
<th>10000</th>
<th>15000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Metabolic error</td>
<td>0.1377</td>
<td>0.0616</td>
<td>0.0206</td>
<td>0.0171</td>
<td>0.0161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genome size (in kilobase pairs)</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>12.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nb. of nodes in the genetic network</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nb. of transcription factors</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nb. of nodes in the metabolic network</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nb. of links</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>576</td>
<td>1223</td>
<td>1332</td>
<td>2601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>positive links</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>508</td>
<td>771</td>
<td>827</td>
<td>1276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>negative links</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>452</td>
<td>505</td>
<td>1325</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 First results and open issues

We have used the RAevol platform to simulate long term evolution of an artificial organism. The organism must perform three different metabolic functions but, depending on the incoming of an external signal (i.e., a protein added manually), it must stop performing one of these process. Table 1 shows the main genetic and metabolic parameters at five stages of the evolution as well as the global network characteristics. During the 5000 last generations, the network size increases. It is due to the appearance of transcription factors (i.e., proteins taking part to the regulatory network but with no effect on the metabolism). This shows that the regulatory network has developed its own structure in parallel with the metabolic network. The emergence of the regulatory network is illustrated on Fig. 1: During the 5000 last generations, the network acquires a lot of new links (due to the addition of new nodes). Moreover these links are not randomly distributed: High-valued (mainly negative) links have appeared and the distribution of the links is multi-modal. This distribution is clearly different from the one that would have been obtained by a random generation. We now plan to develop inference algorithms that exploit such properties learned from the model.

The first simulations show that our model can generate large data sets. The next step will be to complexify the metabolism dynamics in the model by increasing the number of environmental conditions. Since we can control the complexity of the evolved network (data not shown), RAevol can generate a collection of benchmarks of different sizes (either in terms of network size or in terms of dynamics complexity). In parallel, we plan to extract knowledge directly from the data generated by RAevol to improve mining and inference algorithms (e.g., by choosing realistic heuristic criterion). Both directions are to help practitioners to better take-up the challenge of network inference from data.
Fig. 1. Histogram of links in the regulatory network at three evolutionary stages. They show the progressive partitioning of the links in two normal distributions and the emergence of high-valued links in the network.
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